[1] Small volcanic edifices, shields with a diameter less than about 20 km, are common and sometimes very abundant features on the plains of Venus. Typically, they form tight or loose clusters of features known as shield fields. Small shields are interpreted to be formed due to small-scale eruptions through numerous and distinct sources, a mode of formation apparently significantly different from the mechanism thought to be responsible for the emplacement of the vast regional plains of Venus. Did the eruption style of small shields occur repeatedly throughout the visible part of the geologic record of Venus? Or was this style more concentrated in a specific epoch or epochs of geologic history? Do the clusters of shields represent localized development of sources over a thermal anomaly such as a plume, or do they represent exposures or kipukas of a more regional unit or units? A major step toward answering these questions is an understanding of small shield stratigraphy. Multiple criteria have been developed to assess the stratigraphic relationships of individual small shields and that of shield fields with the adjacent units. In our analysis, we expanded and developed the previous criteria and added detailed criteria to describe specific patterns of deformation within shield fields, cross-cutting, and embayment relationships between shield fields and surrounding units. We also used secondary characteristics of shield fields such as radar albedo difference, changes in shield density and size, etc. In our study, we applied these criteria and analyzed in detail stratigraphic relationships of shield fields in a random sample of features (64 fields) and in the global geotraverse along 30°N (77 fields). The total number of analyzed shield fields (141) represents about 22% of the general population of these features catalogued by Crumpler and Aubele [2000]. The majority of the fields (98, or $69%) predate emplacement of material of vast regional plains with wrinkle ridges. Fifteen fields ($11%) appear to be synchronous with regional plains, and eleven fields ($8%) postdate the plains. Nine fields ($6%) display ambiguous relationships with regional plains and their relative age is uncertain, and eight fields ($6%) represent unclear cases when fields are covered by crater-related materials or by young lava flows or are not in contact with regional plains. The results of our study provide evidence for a distinct change of volcanic style from the mode of formation of globally abundant small shields to the mode of emplacement of vast regional plains in many areas on Venus. This systematic change of volcanic style appears to be inconsistent with the ''nondirectional'' or quasi steady state character of the geologic record of Venus. Although individual small shields were formed throughout the majority of the visible geologic history of Venus, in the syn-and postregional plains time the small-shields style of volcanism was significantly reduced in abundance. The shield fields that predate regional plains do not display a strong tendency to form a single group or a few groups and can be found virtually in all places on Venus. We interpret this observation to mean that these shield fields were globally distributed before the emplacement of regional plains. This interpretation means that the shield fields embayed by regional plains represent exposures of a specific, globally widespread unit, shield plains (psh). In contrast, shield fields that postdate regional plains occur preferentially in the Beta-Atla-Themis region on Venus, well known for its concentration of relatively young volcanic and tectonic activity. The spatial association of relatively young fields with the large centers of young volcanism suggests a genetic link of these fields with the formation and development of the large-scale volcanic centers. The abrupt decrease of the number of shields that postdate the formation of shield plains (psh) strongly suggests a major change of the style of volcanism following their emplacement as a globally distributed unit. 
Introduction
[2] Small volcanic edifices, shields with a diameter less than about 20 km, are common and sometimes very abundant features of the plains on Venus [Aubele and Slyuta, 1990; Aubele et al., 1992; Aubele, 1994 Aubele, , 1995 Guest et al., 1992] . Typically, the shields form tight clusters of structures, known as shield fields, whose dimensions vary from tens to hundreds of km across [Crumpler et al., 1997] . Characteristic clustering of the shields implies coherent formation of shield fields through either episodic or continuous volcanic activity within contiguous areas. The supply of magma in these areas was, however, small enough to prevent formation of a single large volcano [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] and resulted in formation of small individual edifices and intershield plains. The mode of occurrence of the shields, their morphology, and dimensions are interpreted to mean that the shields are due to small-scale eruptions through numerous and distinct sources [e.g., . Indeed, volcanological theory and observation [Head and Wilson, 1986, 1992; Wilson and Head, 1998; Parfitt and Head, 1993; Grosfils, 1999] support the interpretation that small shields can form as the surface manifestation of low-volume eruptions of magma from shallow reservoirs and dike-like bodies, a common occurrence on the terrestrial planets [e.g., Ernst et al., 1995] . Such a mode of shield formation is significantly different from the mechanism thought to be responsible for the emplacement of the vast regional plains of Venus where sources are not commonly observed.
[3] Extensive geologic mapping following the early Magellan surveys raised two questions with respect to small shield formation: (1) Did the eruption style that formed shield fields occur repeatedly and at approximately the same abundance throughout the visible part of the geologic record of Venus [e.g., Guest and Stofan, 1999] ? Or did this style tend to be more concentrated during specific epoch(s) of geologic history [e.g., Aubele, 1994; Head, 1998a, 2001a] ? (2) Do shield fields represent localized development of sources overlying a thermal anomaly such as a plume? Or do the fields represent exposures of a more regional unit or units presently preserved as kipukas amidst younger superposed plains? Answers to these questions are important as they form geological constraints on models of the geologic evolution of Venus. A major step toward the solution of these questions is an understanding of the stratigraphy of small shield fields.
[4] The mechanism of small shield formation (that is, simple localized extrusion from a source region to build a small edifice) suggests that such features should be expected to occur throughout the geologic history of Venus. Indeed small shields are observed in different parts of local stratigraphic columns Crumpler et al., 1997; Addington, 1999 Addington, , 2001 Basilevsky and Head, 2000a; Ivanov and Head, 2001b; Bridges and McGill, 2002; Hansen and DeShon, 2002] . In detailed mapping of the Akkruva region, however, Aubele [1995] noted the presence of small shields that formed a stratigraphically distinct plains unit underlying regional plains with wrinkle ridges and overlying tessera and highly deformed plains. The presence and stratigraphic distinctiveness of the unit defined by Aubele [1995] were assessed in other areas of Venus by many different authors [e.g., Basilevsky and Head, 1998, 2000a; and references therein] and found to be widespread [Ivanov and Head, 2001a , 2001b , 2004a .
[5] Because of the potentially common occurrence of shield fields in geologic history, multiple criteria have been developed to assess the stratigraphic relationships of groups of shields and individual small shields [e.g., Kreslavsky and Head, 1999; Addington, 1999 Addington, , 2001 . In these studies important characteristics were outlined that permitted the determination of relative ages of shield fields. Kreslavsky and Head [1999] showed how a progressive change of both density and size of individual small shields away from contiguous shield fields can be interpreted as an indicator of embayment of the fields by younger regional plains and used as a tool to estimate thickness (a few hundred meters) of regional plains near contact with shield fields. The analysis of Kreslavsky and Head [1999] was restricted, however, to a few examples of shield fields to illustrate the principles. Addington [2001] studied a significantly larger number (179) of shield fields that occurred mostly in the western hemisphere of Venus. The set of criteria used by Addington [2001] was based mostly on cross-cutting relationships between individual edifices and their surrounding units and stratigraphic criteria suggested by Kreslavsky and Head [1999] were not employed in her study. In Addington's [2001] study, a significant proportion of the shield fields studied (about 47%) were classified as ambiguous cases, perhaps because of the small set of criteria used.
[6] In our analysis, we have expanded the previous sets of shield field characteristics to include additional detailed criteria that describe both embayment and cross-cutting relationships between (1) shield fields considered to be the result of coherent volcanic activity and (2) regional surrounding plains units. We were careful to apply the new expanded set of criteria to the assessment of the relative age of shield fields and then to whether clusters of these small shields represented a distinctive stratigraphic unit. Here we report on the stratigraphy of 141 shield fields, about 22% of the total listed in the catalogue of volcanic landforms on Venus [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] .
Procedure
[7] In order to assess the stratigraphic position of shield fields we first used as a frame of reference the set of criteria for relative age determination outlined in Table 1 , and secondly, the stratigraphic schemes developed as a result of geological mapping in many areas on Venus by many different authors and illustrated in their publications [e.g., Basilevsky and Head, 1995a, 1995b; Head and Basilevsky, 1998; Head and Ivanov, 1996; Ivanov and Head, 1998b , 2001a , 2001b Senske, 1999; Guest and Stofan, 1999; Johnson et al., 1999; Basilevsky and Head, 2000a; DeShon et al., 2000; Bender et al., 2000; Rosenberg and McGill, 2001; Campbell and Campbell, 2002; Bridges and McGill, 2002] . Despite the differences in interpretation of mapped units by different authors, the main unit occupying the middle stratigraphic position in all schemes is represented by regional plains or plains with wrinkle ridges (hereafter, pwr) . Materials that make up regional plains are characterized by a morphologically smooth surface, which is moderately deformed by numerous wrinkle ridges. The surface of the plains usually has uniform, and relatively low, radar backscatter cross-section. The variations in the radar albedo are mostly due to impact-related dark parabolas and wind streaks. These plains represent the most widespread unit and form a background with other units being either older or younger than regional plains. This important characteristic of regional plains is strongly suggested by detailed analysis of their stratigraphy along Baltis Vallis (about 7000 km long Ivanov and Head, 2004b] ) and within the circum-global geotraverse along 30°N [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] comprising more than 10% of the surface of Venus. In our study we use the criteria outlined (Table 1) to assign the shield fields an age relative to regional plains.
[8] The original list of shield fields compiled by Crumpler and Aubele [2000] consists of 641 features. In order to sample this population in an unbiased way, we coded each shield field with a random number. After this, the list was sorted in a randomly ascending order and the first sixty-four features (about 10% of the general population) were selected to form a random sample from the whole population of fields. In order to increase the number of analyzed shield fields, we have assessed a second sample consisting of all fields that occur within the recently mapped global geotraverse at 30°N (from 22.3°N to 37.6°N and from 0°E to 360°E [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] ). By itself, the geotraverse represents a relatively random sample of geologic situations over the scale of the entire surface of Venus. The number of shield fields in the geotraverse, except for those already included into the random sample, is 77. Thus the total number of shield fields analyzed in our study is 141 or about 22% of the entire population of shield fields. The stratigraphic position of shield fields was analyzed independently in both samples. We located each shield field from both the random sample and the geotraverse and analyzed its relationships with surrounding units using 20 00 Â 20 00 photographic prints of C1-MIDRs and computer enhanced F-MAP images for the appropriate area. We also used digital topography, stereo images where available, and the synthetic stereo products compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey. The areal distribution of the selected fields is shown in Figure 1 .
[9] Each field from the random sample and the geotraverse was analyzed in detail in order to establish the relationships of the fields with nearby structural features and material units, including surrounding regional plains. To accomplish this, we used the set of criteria listed in Table 1 . We developed these criteria based primarily on relationships of embayment and cross-cutting of shield fields (both the Shields at the edges of contiguous fields are outlined by a smooth and sharp boundary. 3
Individual shields off a shield field have a distinct break in slope and are outlined by a smooth, sharp, and circular boundary. 4
Radar albedo of contiguous shield fields is different from that of surrounding regional plains. 5
Individual shields nearby the contiguous shield fields have albedo different than pwr and similar to the shield fields. 6
Systematic change in the density of shields away from shield fields with abrupt drop of shield density within regional plains. 7
Systematic change in the size of the shields away from shield fields with smaller shields in regional plains. 8
Shield fields are in close spatial association with an older unit in the area (either in direct contact or in proximity). 9
Shield fields make up isolated local highs consisting of a kipuka-like relation in contrast to construction. 10
Wrinkle ridges deform shield fields.
Subset 2: Criteria Suggesting Relatively Young Age of Shield Fields (Post-pwr) 11
Shields and associated flows superposed on structural elements (fractures, wrinkle ridges) in regional plains. 12
Shields and associated flows either gradually merge with or are superposed on lava flows that postdate regional plains. 13
Shields are in close spatial association with distinct lava fields and/or volcanic constructs that appear to postdate regional plains. 14 Shield fields occur at broad heights consistent with a construction relation in contrast to a kipuka-like one.
individual shields and intrashield plains) with surrounding units. Also, we used secondary characteristics of shield fields and individual shields such as radar albedo differences, changes in shield density and size, etc. which could indicate the relative age of shield fields and individual features analyzed. Many individual elements of age determination criteria are not definitive by themselves individually and often the relative age of shield fields is clear only when several relationships can be established.
[10] Table 1 has two subsets of criteria. The first subset describes characteristic features suggesting that a shield field analyzed predates regional plains. A hypothetical example of such fields is shown in Figure 2a . In this example, regional plains with wrinkle ridges (pwr) form an extensive unit that embays old units such as tessera (t) and densely lineated plains (pdl). The emplacement of pwr onto the older units is strongly suggested by abrupt termination of structural elements within the units t and pdl by material of regional plains. Shield fields in this example form an extensive deposit that occurs in several places. A number of characteristic relationships collectively suggest that shield fields predate the emplacement of regional plains. These relationships are as follows: (1) The general sinuous shape of the contact of pwr with shield fields suggests lobate embayment of the fields. (2) Wrinkle ridges deform the shield field implying that the field was emplaced before formation of the ridges (10; numbers in parentheses refer to examples in Table 1 and Figure 2 ). (3) The specific tectonic fabric of the shield fields and the lack of extension of fractures in shield fields into pwr (1). (4) The sharp and smooth boundary of shield fields with regional plains that outlines individual shields near the contact (2). (5) The occurrence of small shields typical of shield fields within regional plains near the contact. The fields and regional plains have different radar albedo (4) and shields within regional plains are outlined by a sharp boundary (3) and have the same albedo as contiguous shield fields nearby (5). (6) A decrease in the density (6) and size (7) of these shields compared to those in the shield fields suggesting embayment and partial burial [e.g., Kreslavsky and Head, 1999] . The case for shield fields predating regional plains is further strengthened by the close spatial association of shield fields with the older units such as densely lineated plains and tessera (8). Material of shield fields embays structural elements characteristic of pdl and t and occurs around local highs formed by these older units (9). Finally, encountering the adjacent regions of shield fields (A, B, C) with similar criteria and relationships, strengthens the overall interpretation and suggests that the shield fields are part of a regional unit (D), in contrast to individual local upwellings or plumes.
[11] The same subset of criteria can be used to characterize shield fields that apparently are synchronous with surrounding regional plains. A hypothetical example of such a field is shown in Figure 2b in which a deposit of regional plains (pwr) embays and postdates outcrops of densely lineated plains (pdl), a relationship which is suggested by abrupt termination of lineaments within pdl by material of regional plains. A concentration of shields is observed in association with the pwr unit and does not display spatial correlation with densely lineated plains (8).
The individual shields and material in the immediate surroundings do not bear a specific pattern of deformation different from broader regional plains, nor do they display different radar albedo (1, 4, 5) . There is no systematic break of slope outlining the shields either within or at the edges of the field and shields appear to merge gradually with the surroundings (2, 3). The individual shields do not show any evidence for tectonic deformation associated with the older pdl unit and are deformed by features (wrinkle ridges) that are typical of regional plains (10). The shields occur at the same elevation as vast regional plains (9) and are not areally related to any occurrences of other shield fields in the vicinity. There is no systematic change of either density or size of individual edifices away from the shield cluster (6, 7) mostly because there is no distinct boundary of the field with surrounding regional plains. All of these observations are consistent with the interpretation that the shields were emplaced synchronously with the regional plains (pwr).
[12] Shield fields that postdate regional plains typically do not satisfy the criteria listed in subset 1 (Table 1) , except for a possible difference in radar albedo, and these require additional criteria (subset 2, Table 1 ). A hypothetical example illustrating such a shield field is shown in Figure 2c . Here a group of shields is located at the summit and on the Table 1 . See text for details.
flanks of a large volcano (13) that is characterized by a radiating pattern of lobate lava flows. The flows are superimposed on regional plains and tectonic structures within the plains. The individual shields gradually merge with the lobate flows and, in places, short flows from the shields are superimposed on the large lobate flows of the volcano (12). At the volcano edges there is evidence of embayment of structural elements of vast regional plains (fractures and wrinkle ridges) by lava flows from the shields (11). The shields and radiating flows stand at higher elevations than the surrounding regional plains because they occur on top of a large volcanic construct (14). The last criterion (relatively high elevation of shield fields) may not be satisfied if a young shield field is not related to a large volcanic edifice and occurs within a young lava field that is at the same elevation as regional plains.
[13] In order to determine the relative ages of shield fields in our sample, we applied the criteria listed in Table 1 to actual examples of the fields using a three-step procedure. In the first step, three categories of shield fields were determined. A) Shield fields predating regional plains (pre-pwr), B) Unclear cases (1. shield fields are obscured by either impact-related materials or young volcanic flows, 2. shield fields have no contact with regional plains), C) Residual fields. Only those shield fields that possess simultaneously six or more criteria from the subset suggesting a relatively old age were classified as pre-pwr in the first step.
[14] In the second step we analyzed subpopulation C (residual fields) and also divided it into three categories: D) Unclear cases (similar to category B). E) Shield fields postdating regional plains. To be classified as young, a shield field should have at least three out of four criteria indicating its post-pwr age and none (or a few) of the criteria suggesting either pre or syn-pwr age. F) Residual fields. The last category includes shield fields that apparently are synchronous with the emplacement of regional plains as well as fields with ambiguous relationships.
[15] In the third step, we analyzed the last category of shield fields in an attempt to separate the synchronous and ambiguous fields. The shield fields that appear to be synchronous with regional plains must have more than six criteria from subset 1 (Table 1) but taken with the opposite sign. Shield fields with ambiguous relationships are those that have no more than five criteria from subset 1 and no more that one criterion from subset 2 (Table 1) .
[16] As a result of such a procedure, we constructed five subpopulations (categories) of shield fields. (1) Shield fields predating regional plains (pre-pwr). (2) Shield fields synchronous with regional plains (syn-pwr). (3) Shield fields postdating regional plains (post-pwr). (4) Shield fields with ambiguous relationships. (5) Shield fields with unclear relationships. In the following sections we describe these subpopulations of shield fields separately for the random sample, and for the geotraverse region.
Results

Random Sample of Shield Fields
[17] The procedure we followed in assessment of shield fields allowed us to sort them by age relative to regional plains with wrinkle ridges on the basis of the criteria outlined in Table 1 and the examples described in Figure 2 .
We then applied these same criteria to each of the 64 shield fields in our sample and tabulated the results for each field (Table 2 ). Below we describe several examples of shield fields that are characterized by different relative ages.
[18] Shield field #90 (40°N, 62.5°E, Figure 3 ) is in the eastern part of Leda Planitia at the NW edge of Tellus Tessera. The most widespread unit here is regional plains with wrinkle ridges (pwr). The plains have a morphologically smooth surface, relatively low and uniform radar backscatter, and are deformed by narrow and sinuous wrinkle ridges oriented N and NNW. Regional plains have clear, sharp, and sinuous to lobate contact with the shield field ( Figure 3a) . The whole subset of criteria indicating a relatively old age is applicable to this shield field. Within the shield field there is a specific pattern of deformation consisting of densely spaced parallel to sub-parallel faint lineaments of ENE orientation (presumably fractures) that apparently cut the surface of the shield field (1 in Figure 3b ). The surface of adjacent regional plains lacks this pattern of deformation and, in some instances, faint lineaments abruptly stop at the contact between regional plains and the shield field. Individual shields at the edges of the contiguous occurrence of the field are outlined by a smooth and sharp boundary (2 in Figure 3b ). There are a number of shields within the regional plains off the contiguous shield field. These shields have an almost perfect circular planform, are outlined by a sharp boundary, and apparently have a distinct break in slope at the contact with the surrounding plains (3 in Figure 3b ).
[19] The shield field and the surrounding regional plains have a distinctly different radar albedo (the surface of the field is much brighter). Individual shields within regional plains also appear as radar bright features and their albedo appears to be similar to that of the shield field nearby (4 and 5 in Figure 3b ). Two more additional characteristics of shields are obvious: The density of shields abruptly drops at the contact with the surrounding plains (6 in Figure 3b ) and there appears to be a systematic change in the density of small shields toward the broad extensions of the regional plains (7 in Figure 3b ). The sizes of individual shields in the regional plains also appear to become smaller as the shields are more distant from the shield field/regional plains boundary. This shield field is in close spatial association with older units such as densely lineated plains (pdl) and tessera (t) (8 in Figure 3b ) and appears to represent a local highstanding above surrounding regional plains. Several other densely clustered shield fields within the area under study appear to form locally elevated areas also. Finally, wrinkle ridges deform the shield field (10 in Figure 3b ).
[20] Shield field #90 represents, in fact, a small portion of much more widespread occurrences of shield fields possessing similar characteristics (A, B, C in Figure 3b ) and extending further beyond the boundaries of Figure 3 . All these characteristics together imply that the shield fields predate the formation of regional plains with wrinkle ridges and form a distinct and mappable unit, shield plains (psh). The formation of shield plains took place in the area under study after the deformation of pdl material by dense fracturing and before emplacement of regional plains.
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À52.5 317 45s307 60 609 À60 167 60s153 X X X X X X X X X X 61 617 À60 290 60s291 X X X X X X X X X X 62 620 À61 294 60s291 X X X X X X X X X X 63 b 626 À61 326 60s319 64 636 À76.5 150 75s158 X X X X X X X X X X a Unclear case: The shield field is covered by impact crater outflow. is cut by a system of NW trending lineaments (presumably graben, 1 in Figure 4b ) that abruptly terminate at the contact with the surrounding regional plains. The contact is sharp and sinuous and appears to outline individual shields at the edge of a contiguous field and small edifices within regional plains as well (2 and 3 in Figure 4b ). The shield field and individual edifices outside of it appear to have slightly different radar albedo compared with the surrounding plains (4 and 5 in Figure 4b ) but this difference is much less prominent than in the case of shield field #90. The abrupt drop in density and progressive diminishing of the number of individual volcanoes are also detectable across the boundary with regional plains (6 and 7 in Figure 4b ). Finally, this shield field is in close spatial association with an older unit of densely lineated plains, appears to stand higher than regional plains nearby, and is deformed by wrinkle ridges (8, 9, and 10, respectively, in Figure 4b ).
[22] The field #554 represents a small portion of a much more widespread accumulation of small volcanoes, Mena Colles. The area of Mena Colles displays many features typical of shield field #554 along its contact with regional plains. This means that the Colles is a large mega-kipuka-like occurrence of a distinct material unit (shield plains, psh) that was emplaced before the formation of regional plains.
[23] Shield field #20 (76.5°N, 264°E, Figure 5 ) is in the northern part of Metis Regio at the northern slope of Bachue corona. The elongated cluster of small shields is within a vast extension of regional plains (pwr) where it forms a distinct arc-like occurrence. The distribution of radar brightness over the shield field suggests that it forms a local topographic high (9 in Figure 5b ). The shield field has a sharp and sinuous boundary with regional plains that outlines both individual shields near the contact and, in places, edifices that are completely within the surrounding plains off the field (2 and 3 in Figure 5b ). The density of volcanoes clearly drops across the boundary with regional plains (6 in Figure 5b ) and some shields within the plains appear to be smaller away from the main shield cluster (7 in Figure 5b ).
[24] Within the southern portion of the field, a morphologically prominent ridge runs in a NNW direction, which is different from the preferential strike of wrinkle ridges within regional plains (NW). In some places, the ridge deforms shields of the cluster but is embayed by intrashield plains and some shields superposed on the ridge at its northern edge. The southern termination of the ridge is embayed by material of regional plains (1 in Figure 5b ). Shield field #20, however, lacks such characteristics as the albedo difference and clear association with older units. Thus specific features of this shield field make up an incomplete set of criteria (seven out of ten) and we considered the field as ''pre-pwr, less certain.''
[25] An example of a field of shields which is apparently synchronous with the emplacement of regional plains with wrinkle ridges is shown in Figure 6 (shield field #139, 45.5°N, 323.5°E). The background of the area (central portion of Sedna Planitia) is made up of vast regional plains with uniform moderate radar back-scatter with relatively small spots of either brighter or darker materials. The whole suite of plains, as well as the shield field, is deformed by a network of wrinkle ridges (10 in Figure 6b ) that indicates a tectonic episode postdating emplacement of both regional plains and the shield cluster.
[26] Within the shield field, neither intrashield plains nor individual edifices display a specific pattern of deformation that would be different from the surrounding regional plains (1 in Figures 6b and 6c ). The individual edifices at the edges of the shield field typically have no sharp outlining contact (2 in Figures 6b and 6c ). Inside the field, however, some shields that appear to be brighter than the surroundings are clearly outlined by radar darker plains, the relationship suggesting a relatively younger age of the dark material. The individual shields that occur somewhat outside of the more compact shield cluster appear to merge gradually with surrounding vast (intermediate-dark) regional plains (3 in Figure 6b ). The cluster of shields as well as shields outside of it has a radar albedo which is indistinguishable from the widespread surrounding plains (4 and 5 in Figure 6b ). The small shields in the area under study form a loose cluster of structures without a distinct boundary. Due to this there is no clear drop of shield density across the edges of the shield field (6 in Figure 6b ). The shields that stand off the main cluster apparently do not show progressive diminishing of their diameters toward surrounding plains (7 in Figure 6b ). Shield field #139 is not spatially associated with the occurrences of relatively old units predating regional plains , an arc-like feature in the center of the image, is in the northern part of Metis Regio within broad regional plains (pwr). Fragments of densely lineated plains (pdl) are seen within the plains but away from the field. The field is outlined by a sharp sinuous boundary, and small kipuka-like individual shields are seen near the boundary within regional plains. The field, however, is characterized by only six out of ten characteristic features, indicating the relatively old age of the field. Numbers in the map correspond to criteria from Table 1 . Part of C1-MIDR.75N254.
(8 in Figure 6b ). Also, it does not make a distinguishable high and the overall surface of the field according to the overall distribution of radar brightness (despite the hilly texture) is apparently at the same elevation as surrounding regional plains (9 in Figures 6b and 6c) .
[27] Thus shield field #139 has a complete set of criteria that suggest its syn-pwr relative age. There is also additional evidence suggesting that the shield field was formed during the emplacement of the suite of regional plains. Near the western edge of the field, the surface of regional plains appears to be deformed by a set of faint parallel lineaments of NW orientation, possibly fractures (A in Figure 6c ) that are not seen in the eastern portion of the area. In places, some of the lineaments are visible within the shield cluster but the other portions of the cluster lacks these features and some shields are apparently superposed on the fractures (B in Figure 6c ). The darker plains, which apparently embay most of the shields, are sometimes also cut by the fractures (C in Figure 6c ) but usually the plains are unmodified by these structures (D in Figure 6c ). Such relationships between the homogeneous regional plains, local dark plains, small shields, and faint fractures may indicate the more or less synchronous formation of these features.
[28] An example of a shield field which appears to postdate the formation of regional plains is shown in Figure 7 (shield field #272, 13°N, 314.5°E). The shield field occupies the summit area of Tuli Mons (13 and 14 in Figure 7b ) between vast areas of regional plains in Guinevere Planitia to the east, and Undine Planitia to the west. Tuli Mons is characterized by abundant radar dark and bright lava flows radiating from the center of the volcano, which is about 1.5 km high. The flows are tectonically unmodified and clearly superimposed on regional plains with wrinkle ridges and older plains units to the south of the volcano.
[29] The shields at the summit of the volcano are both bright and dark, similar to the volcano flows ( Figure 7b ). In places, small shields appear either to be the source of short lava flows that are superposed on the larger flows from the volcano or the shields gradually merge with the volcano surface (12 in Figure 7b ). In many other areas, however, the shields are clearly embayed by the volcano flows. These relationships suggest that the emplacement of the small shields and the large lava flows occurred during repetitive volcanic episodes and was interleaved in time. At the southern edge of Tuli Mons, some shields are the sources for lava flows that appear as part of more extensive flows superimposed on regional plains (11 in Figures 7b and 7c ). Both the small shields and flows from them have morphologically smooth and tectonically intact surfaces and do not show a pattern of tectonic deformation typical of the surrounding plains. These characteristics of shield field #272 strongly suggest the shields and flows from them represent specific phases of volcanism at Tuli Mons and clearly postdate the emplacement of regional plains with wrinkle ridges.
[30] The stratigraphic position of shield field #288 (8°N, 79°E, Figure 8 ) is considered as ambiguous. The field is within regional plains with wrinkle ridges making up the surface of the southern portion of Akhtamar Planitia north of Ovda Regio. The radar backscatter of the shield cluster and the surrounding regional plains appears to be the same and individual shields are poorly seen on the background of surrounding plains. Although the similarity in albedo reduces somewhat the visibility of the contacts, the shield field and some individual shields outside of it are outlined by a rather sharp and sinuous boundary (2 and 3 in Figure 8b ). There also appears to be a distinct drop of shield density across the boundary with regional plains (6 in Figure 8b ). The shield field under study is in tight spatial association with a belt of grooves (gb) (8 in Figure 8b ). A few lineaments characterizing the belt are visible within the shield plains and fewer still appear to cut the surface of surrounding regiona l plains (1 in Figure 8b ). These relationships suggest either progre ssive diminis hing of tectonic acti vity at the groove belt as the younger materials, the shield field and regional plains, were emplaced adjacent to the belt or progressive flooding of the belt by younger volcanics [Ernst et al., 2003] or both.
[31] Although shield field #288 displays several characteristics that are indicative of a relatively old (pre-pwr) age of the shields, it possesses only five out of ten such criteria. Due to this incompleteness, we placed this field into the category ''ambiguous,'' which is a rather conservative estimate because the shield field under consideration may be formed (at least in part) before the emplacement of regional plains. A plausible explanation of the relationships seen in shield field #288 with surrounding units and structures is that the field began to form after formation of the groove belt and before the emplacement of regional plains, but it may have continued to develop after formation of regional plains.
[32] We analyzed in detail the characteristics of the surface and relationships with the surrounding units of each shield field in our random sample of 64 of these features.
For each field, we tabulated the key characteristics related to determination of the relative age of the fields ( Table 2) . As it is seen from Table 2 , not all fields show the complete set of features from the criteria scheme (Table 1) and their relative age is determined with less certainty. The frequency distribution of all five categories of shield fields from the random sam ple of f ie l ds is sho w n i n Fig ur e 9a, and Fi gur e 9b represents only those fields for which certainty in determination of the relative age is higher than the lower limit of 50%. Both diagrams show a predominance in the random sample of the abundance of shield fields that predate the emplacement of regional plains with wrinkle ridges (76%). A much smaller number of fields are either synchronous with (15%) or postdate the plains (9%).
Shield Fields in the Geotraverse
[33] One of the results of the mapping effort within a global geotraverse along 30°N [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] is the characterization of the stratigraphic relations of shield fields within a swath of terrain comprising about 11% of the surface of Venus. Within the geotraverse we found that clusters of small shields (shield fields) were indeed widespread and typically occurred in close spatial association with groups of units definitely predating regional plains. Detailed analysis of the stratigraphy of shield fields in the geotraverse using the criteria developed here provides an opportunity to put them in the context of individual regional geological settings and helps to address the question of whether the fields represent occurrences of a more widespread regional or global unit, or whether they are more readily explained as a result of local volcanic activity. The first step in the analysis of shield fields in the geotraverse is to assess their ages relative to the most widespread and contiguous unit there, regional plains with wrinkle ridges. For shield fields in the geotraverse exactly the same set of (8°N, 79°E) is in the southern part of Akhtamar Planitia, north of Ovda Regio. The field (center of the image) is at the contact of regional plains (pwr) and a large NE trending groove belt (gb). Some of the graben characterizing the belt are seen within the field, the largest portion of which is outlined by a sharp and sinuous contact with regional plains. Kipuka-like small shields are seen within the plains near the contact. The field, however, has only five out of ten criteria that are indicative of its relatively old age, and due to this the field was classified as ''ambiguous.'' Numbers in the map correspond to criteria from Table 1 . Part of C1-MIDR.15N077. criteria and procedure of the age assessment was applied as for the fields in the global random sample. Below we describe several examples of shield fields that are characterized by different relative ages.
[34] Shield field #161 (20°N, 120°E, Figure 10 ) is within an extension of regional plains south of Uni Dorsa in the southern portion of Niobe Planitia. This shield field does not have a clear and sharp boundary with surrounding plains and thus there are no sharp outlines of the shields at the edges of the field (2 in Figure 10b ). The radar albedo of the field as well as individual edifices outside of the field is the same as the albedo of adjacent regional plains (3 in Figure 10b ). The surface of the field is not characterized by any specific pattern of deformation that would be different from the surrounding plains (1 in Figure 10b ) and both the field and the plains are deformed by the same network of wrinkle ridges (10 in Figure 10b ). Many individual shields that stand within regional plains outside of shield clusters gradually merge with surrounding plains showing no distinct break of slope at the base (3 in Figure 10b ). The density of shields outside of the main cluster is lower but there is no abrupt change in the density in the direction from the shield field toward regional plains (6 in Figure 10b ). Also, there is no progressive diminishing of the size of individual edifices toward surrounding plains (7 in Figure 10b ). The shield field is not in spatial association with significant occurrences of old units (8 in Figure 10b ) and the surface of the field appears to be at the same average elevation as the surrounding regional plains (9 in Figure 10b ). This set of characteristics of shield field #161 suggests that the formation of the field was probably contemporaneous with the emplacement of regional plains but before the episode(s) of formation of wrinkle ridges. This shield field was classified as ''syn-pwr.''
[35] Shield field #201 (28°N, 303°E, Figure 11 ), which is in the SW portion of Guinevere Planitia, provides an example of a young, post-pwr, cluster of shields. The surface of the shield field is almost tectonically intact in contrast to surrounding older units and is characterized by a variable pattern of radar albedo consisting of numerous radar bright and dark spots (Figure 11a , 12 in Figure 11b ). The flows from the shields and associated volcanic materials are clearly superposed on the surface of older units including regional plains with wrinkle ridges (11 in Figure 11b ). The cluster of shields is in close spatial association with apparently source-less young lava flows that probably have different courses than the shields (13 in Figure 11b ). The distribution of lava flows in the central portion of the shield field indicates that the field represents a local topographic high (14 in Figure 11b ).
[36] Shield field #167 (31°N, 131°E, Figure 12 ) is between two vast low-lying regions, Niobe Planitia to the NW and Llorona Planitia to the SE. The material of the shield field is in intimate association with numerous occurrences of densely lineated plains (pdl) (8 in Figure 12b ) and is characterized by the complete set of criteria that indicate the relatively old age of the field. Inside this field, short and somewhat morphologically subdued lineaments (presumably graben) are seen (1 in Figure 12b ) and these structures are absent within the adjacent vast regional plains with wrinkle ridges (pwr). The contact of the field with regional plains is very sharp and clear and the boundary outlines individual shields at the edges of the field (2 in Figure 12b ). Small edifices that occur within regional plains outside of (31°N, 131°E) , center of the image, is in a relatively elevated area between two large lowlands, Niobe Planitia to the NW and Llorona Planitia to the SE. The shield field is in very close spatial association with densely lineated plains (pdl) and displays the complete set of criteria (numbers in the map), indicating that it was formed before emplacement of regional plains (pwr). Part of C1-MIDR.30N135. (28°N, 303°E) , center of the image, is in the SW part of Guinevere Planitia. The surface of the field is almost tectonically intact, and its boundaries are outlined by individual lava flows that emanate from small shields and are clearly superposed on surrounding plains. Numbers in the map correspond to criteria from Table 1 . Part of C1-MIDR.30N297. the main field have higher radar albedo than surrounding plains and are outlined by a smooth circular boundary (3 and 5 in Figure 12b ). The albedo of these shields appears to be the same as that of the contiguous shield field and is noticeably higher than the albedo of regional plains in contact (4 and 5 in Figure 12b ). The decrease in density of shields across the boundary with surrounding plains and the progressive diminishing of the shield diameters inside regional plains are also obvious (6 and 7 in Figure 12b ). In places inside the field where the shields are more densely concentrated, the overall relief of the shield field appears to be higher than the level of regional plains nearby (9 in Figure 12b ). The same network of wrinkle ridges (10 in Figure 12b ) deforms both the shield field and the surrounding plains.
[37] In the catalogue of volcanic landforms of Venus [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000 ] the dimensions of shield field #167 are indicated to be about 150 km. This field, however, is a small fragment of a terrain that is characterized by essentially the same features and represents, in fact, an extensively exposed complex of densely lineated plains (pdl) and plains with abundant small volcanic edifices, shield plains (psh) (Figure 13 ). The dimensions of the outcrop of the pdl-psh complex are at least 400 by 500 km and the complex consists of two distinct units that have regional geological importance. The very sinuous contact of the outcrop with surrounding plains and numerous ''islands'' of the pdl-psh complex within regional plains near the contact suggest a shallow dipping of densely lineated plains and shield plains under the regional plains. This implies the existence of contiguous layers of units pdl and psh beneath the cover of regional plains, the situation indicated by D in Figure 2 .
[38] Another example of a shield field that predates regional plains is shown in Figure 14 (shield field #214,  35°N, 342°E ). This field is at the SW margin of Sedna Planitia and is characterized by a sharp and sinuous boundary with wrinkle ridged regional plains that make up the majority of the surface of the broad lowland of Sedna Planitia. The shield field has a specific pattern of deformation (1 in Figure 14b ) that is absent within adjacent regional plains and is characterized by a distinctly higher radar albedo than the adjacent plains (4 in Figure 14b ). Individual shields at the contact with regional plains are clearly outlined (2 in Figure 14b ) and the shields within the plains have the same albedo as the main field and are outlined by sharp, smooth, and circular boundaries (3 and 5 in Figure 14b ). The density of edifices across the boundary with regional plains abruptly decreases (6 in Figure 14b ) but there are no clear indications of the diminishing of edifice diameters toward regional plains (7 in Figure 14b ). In places, occurrences of densely lineated plains are seen within the shield field (8 in Figure 14b ) and these are absent within regional plains. The hilly relief of the shield field appears to be higher on average than the surface of adjacent plains (9 in Figure 14b ) and a network of wrinkle ridges deforms the surface of both the shield field and the surrounding plains (10 in Figure 14b) .
[39] The surface of shield field #214 is characterized by an uneven spatial distribution of small shields (Figure 14) . In some places the shields are more abundant and form clusters of structures (A in Figure 14 ) while in the other areas the shields are more sparse (B in Figure 14b ). The whole area of the shield field, however, regardless of the density of edifices, has the same set of specific features that imply collectively the relatively old age of the shield field. In a more synoptic view (Figure 15 ) it is seen that the shield field under consideration is part of a much broader area that is characterized by features indicating its old (pre-pwr) age. Within the field of view of Figure 15 , the region is about 600 by 650 km and it continues to the east for about 800 km, maintaining the same basic characteristics. Thus shield field #214 represents a tiny portion of a large occurrence of a specific material unit, shield plains (psh), that plays an important role in the regional geological environment at the southern margin of the Sedna Planitia lowland. Figure 13b ) that has the same basic characteristics and is broadly embayed by regional plains (pwr). The features of this area indicate that it is, in fact, an extensively exposed complex of densely lineated plains and plains with abundant small volcanoes (shield plains, psh+pdl). Part of C1-MIDR.30N135.
[40] For each field in the geotraverse we tabulated the specific characteristics that either suggest or determine the relative age of the fields (Table 3) . Again, as in the case of the random sample, not all fields show the complete set of criteria listed in Table 1 . Thus the age determination of such fields is less certain and they were classified as ambiguous. The abundance of shield fields of different categories within the geotraverse is shown in Figures 16a  and 16b . In the geotraverse area under study, as well as within the random sample, shield fields that predate regional plains are the most abundant: 54 fields out of 77 (about 70%) are in this category. The number of shield fields that are either synchronous or postdate regional plains is much less; only twelve fields (about 16%) fall in these two categories.
[41] The total number of shield fields we analyzed in our study (141) comprises about 22% of the whole population of the fields and consists of two major parts. One is the random sample (64 fields, about 10% of the total population) from the list of shield fields by Crumpler and Aubele [2000] . The second consists of all shield fields (77 fields or about 12%) [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] that occur within a random sample of terrain, the geotraverse. Both parts represent subpopulations of the fields unbiased by any a priori considerations and thus are likely to be representative for characterization of the distribution of shield fields in space and time on Venus. The combined data for the random sample and the geotraverse are shown in Table 4 and Figure 17 . The most obvious result is the abrupt decrease in number of fields that are either syn- (35°N, 342°E) , bottom, center, and upper left of the image, is at the SW margin of Sedna Planitia. This shield field, as does the previous one (see Figure 12) , shows a complete set of criteria that imply its old relative age (numbers in the map). Part of C1-MIDR.30N333. Figure 15 . A synoptic view of the area around shield field #214. (a) The field (circle) is a local concentration of small shields within a very broad territory (about 600 Â 650 km within the field of view, highlighted in Figure 15b ) that has the same features as those seen within the shield field. This area is broadly embayed by regional plains (pwr 1 and pwr 2 ) and represents a large exposure of a specific material unit, shield plains (psh), which continues to the east for about 800 km. Shield Fields Postdate Regional Plains 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 94 37.5 96 30n099 X X X X X X X X X X 2 99 36.5 120 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 3 101 36.5 126 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 4 102 36 128 30n135 X X X X X X X X X X 5 114 36.5 201 30n207 X X X X X X X X X X 6 a 121 36 236.5 30n243 7 128 37 276 30n279 X X X X X X X X X X 8 145 24 9.5 30n009 X X X X X X X X X X 9 146 25 13.5 30n009 X X X X X X X X X X 10 147 33 14 30n009 X X X X X X X X X X 11 148 29 21 30n027 X X X X X X X X X X 12 149 34 53 30n045 X X X X X X X X X X 13 150 33 66 30n063 X X X X X X X X X X 14 151 26.5 78 30n081 X X X X X X X X X X 15 152 24 79.5 30n081 X X X X X X X X X X 16 154 33.5 91 30n099 X X X X X X X X X X 17 156 27.5 95 30n099 X X X X X X X X X X 18 157 25.5 104 30n099 X X X X X X X X X X 19 158 33.5 117 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 20 159 25 117 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 21 160 34 118 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 22 161 28 120 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 23 163 32 123 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 24 164 27 123 30n117 X X X X X X X X X X 25 166 27.5 129.5 30n135 X X X X X X X X X X 26 167 31 131 30n135 X X X X X X X X X X 27 168 27 136.5 30n135 X X X X X X X X X X 28 169 28 139 30n135 X X X X X X X X X X 29 170 29.5 192 30n189 X X X X X X X X X X 30 171 32 198 30n189 X X X X X X X X X X 31 172 34 203 30n207 X X X X X X X X X X 32 174 32 212 30n207 X X X X X X X X X X 33 176 33 222 30n225 X X X X X X X X X X 34 177 30 227.5 30n225 X X X 35 178 28.5 228 30n225 X X X X 36 180 29.5 233 30n225 X X X X X X X X X X 37 181 28.5 233 30n225 X X X X X X X X X X 38 182 26 237.5 30n243 X X X X X X X X X X 39 183 35.5 238.5 30n243 X X X 40 184 33 239 30n243 X X X X X X X X X X 41 185 25.5 246 30n243 X X X X X X X X X X 42 187 32.5 253 30n261 X X X X X X X X X X 43 188 25 253 30n261 X X X X X X X X X X 44 189 24.5 257.5 30n261 X X X X X X X X X X 45 b 190 27.5 268 30n261 46 191 30.5 270 30n261 X X X X X X X X X X 47 193 30 272 30n279 X X X X X X X X X X 48 194 24 278.5 30n279 X X X X 49 195 31 280 30n279 X X X X X X X X X X 50 196 24 284 30n279 X X X X X X X X X X 51 197 28.5 286 30n279 X X X X X X X X X X 52 b 198 27 290 30n297 53 200 33 294 30n297 X X X X X X X X X X 54 201 28 303 30n297 X X X X 55 202 30.5 306 30n297 X X X X X X X X X X 56 203 28.5 306 30n297 X X X X X X X X X X 57 204 31.5 310 30n315 X X X X X X X X X X 58 205 26 314.5 30n315 X X X X X X X X X X 59 206 32 327.5 30n333 X X X X X X X X X X 60 207 25.5 330 30n333 X X X X X X X X X X 61 208 35 331 30n333 X X X X X X X X X X 62 209 30.5 331 30n333 X X X X X X X X X X 63 b 210 31.5 331.5 30n333 64 211 28 336 30n333 X X X X X X X X X X 65 212 32.5 338 30n333 X X X X X X X X X X 66 214 35 342 30n333 X X X X X X X X X X 67 215 24 343 30n351 X X X X X X X X X X 68 216 34 346 30n351 X X X X X X X X X X 69 217 33 349.5 30n351 X X X X X X X X X X 70 218 25 350 30n351 X X X X X X X X X X chronous with regional plains with wrinkle ridges, or postdate their emplacement and deformation (Figures 17a  and 17b ).
Comparison to Previous Analysis
[42] Our findings are in major contrast with a recently published stratigraphic analysis of shield fields [Addington, 2001] . The study of shield fields by Addington [2001] reached two basic conclusions. First, in the Addington [2001] study, the number of shield fields that are interpreted to have ambiguous age relationships with regional plains is high, about 47% (in our study this number is 6.4%, Table 4 ). Second, in the Addington [2001] study the percentage of shield fields that are interpreted to postdate emplacement of regional plains is also high, about 43% (in our study this number is 7.8%, Table 4 ). In an attempt to understand the source of such a distinctive discrepancy, we first review the rationale for the analysis and criteria used by Addington [2001] to determine relative ages, and then we apply our set of criteria and procedures of age determination to several shield fields that occur in the geotraverse and were also studied by Addington [2001] . Because the largest disagreement between the results of both studies is for the fields that are either ambiguous or postdate regional plains, we specifically analyzed these categories of fields.
Rationale for Study and Criteria for Relative Age Relations of Addington [2001]
[43] As described by Addington [2001, p.16 
],
Recently proposed global stratigraphy and geologic history models have led to two end-member volcanic evolution models for Venus: a ''directional'' model that proposes Venus has progressed through a series of stages, each characterized by a particular style of volcanic activity (A. T. Basilevsky and J. W. Head, 1998, J. Geophys. Res. 103, 8531 -8544), and a ''nondirectional'' model that proposes a more Earth-like type of volcanic activity with different eruption styles occurring globally on a local scale throughout the recent history of the planet (J. E. Guest and E. R. Stofan, 1999, Icarus 139, 55 -66). The former infers that most small volcanoes (D < 20 km) define a global unit, referred to as the ''shield plains,'' that predates emplacement of the widespread plains with wrinkle ridges, or ''regional plains.'' To test this hypothesis, cross-cutting and superposition relations were used to determine the stratigraphic positions of small volcano clusters in seven quadrangles (11% of the surface).
[44] Although the framing of the question into using the distribution of small shields to test the ''directional'' and ''nondirectional'' models provides an end-member assessment, its articulation may place undue emphasis on the stated end-members. For example, Basilevsky and Head [1998], following Aubele [1994 Aubele [ , 1995 , did indeed use the abundance of small shields as an element in the definition of a stratigraphic unit lying below the regional plains and occurring in many areas of Venus. They did not, however, state that this was the only place in the stratigraphic column that such small shields occurred. They, and many other authors [e.g., Basilevsky and Head, 1998, 2000a; Basilevsky, 1997] have consistently pointed out that small shields occur in a variety of geologic and stratigraphic settings on Venus. The point remains, however, that Basilevsky and Head [1998, 2000a] and numerous other authors [Aubele, 1994 [Aubele, , 1995 Johnson et al., 1999; Bender et al., 2000; Ivanov and Head, 2001a , 2004a , 2004b Hansen and DeShon, 2002; Bridges and McGill, 2002] have recognized the presence and widespread distribution of a unit that contains an unusual abundance of small shields. According to these authors, this unit commonly appears to lie stratigraphically below or correlative with regional plains.
[45] In the stratigraphic study of small volcano clusters on Venus designed to test these two end-member hypotheses, Addington [2001] used cross-cutting and superposition relations to determine the stratigraphic positions of small volcano clusters in seven quadrangles. In order to accomplish this, three materials were defined for each cluster: (1) the constructs themselves; (2) cluster material, the material in immediate surroundings of the constructs; and (3) the regional plains. Where it was found possible, relative ages were established between these three elements by Addington [2001] . Six possible temporal relations were defined between the constructs and regional plains (rp), as follows: (1) constructs postdate regional plains; (2) some postdate rp emplacement, others predate rp deformation, but ages relative to rp emplacement are ambiguous; (3) constructs predate rp; (4) some predate rp, others predate rp deformation, but ages relative to rp emplacement are ambiguous; (5) constructs both predate and postdate rp emplacement; (6) ages relative to rp are ambiguous.
[46] Using these criteria and temporal relation categories, Addington [2001] concluded that (1) an age relative to rp could not be determined for almost half the clusters studied; (2) of those clusters for which a relative age could be determined, almost half were found to postdate rp; (3) of those clusters for which a relative age could be determined, an additional 1/3 contain at least some constructs postdating rp emplacement, and (4) less than 1/10 of the clusters examined predate regional plains emplacement. Finally, Addington [2001] concluded that ''These observations indicate that many small constructs postdate the emplacement of the regional plains and therefore are consistent with the nondirectional volcanic evolution model in which small constructs represent a global process occurring locally throughout the recent history of Venus.'' [Addington, 2001, p. 16] .
[47] Note that this conclusion (that ''many small constructs postdate the emplacement of the regional plains'') in of itself is actually not at odds with the work of Basilevsky and Head [1998] and related work cited above, who agree that ''small constructs represent a global process occurring locally throughout the recent history of Venus.'' Thus the conclusion as quoted above, is not necessarily ''consistent with the nondirectional volcanic evolution model'' in contradiction to the ''directional model.''
[48] Furthermore, the conclusions of Addington [2001] might even be used to support ''a 'directional' model that proposes Venus has progressed through a series of stages, each characterized by a particular style of volcanic activity.'' For example, Addington [2001] concluded that of those clusters for which a relative age could be determined, almost half were found to postdate regional plains, that an additional 1/3 contain at least some constructs postdating regional plains emplacement, and less than 1/10 of the clusters examined predate regional plains emplacement. One might conclude from these findings that of the occurrences for which ages could be determined, 90% postdate the emplacement of the regional plains or are synchronous with them, and therefore are consistent with a ''directional volcanic evolution model.'' [49] Despite these possible differences in the interpretation of the results of the Addington [2001] study, the important questions are, however, the documented distribution in time and space of small shield activity, and whether or not there is evidence for a concentration of small shield activity in any part of the stratigraphic column. What detailed criteria were used in the Addington [2001] study and how do they compare to the ones used in our analysis? Table 5 shows the characteristics that were documented for each cluster and Table 6 shows the classification of cluster material (Tables I and II from Addington [2001] , respectively). A key aspect of the Addington [2001] classification system is whether a genetic relationship between constructs and cluster material can be determined (Table 5) , because a ''genetic relationship between the constructs and the cluster material implies that the same volcanic process resulted in the formation of both materials.'' Thus, in order to determine if a genetic relationship could be inferred, the following criteria were used: (1) ''If the constructs are confined to a single material that is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the cluster, then it is concluded that a genetic relationship is likely between the two materials.'' (2) ''If the constructs occur within multiple materials, no genetic relationship is likely, and formation of the cluster is most likely the result of a process that is independent of cluster material emplacement.'' As we discuss in the set of criteria developed in this research, these definitions may be too restrictive when taken in the context of details of the stratigraphic relationships and a variety of other criteria. We show how this can be misleading in several examples later in the analysis.
[50] Addington [2001] also defines six possible relationships and categories between the constructs and the regional plains (rp): (1) YNG, constructs postdate emplacement and deformation of rp; (2) OLD, constructs predate emplacement of rp; (3) AMB, the relative age between the two materials cannot be determined and is therefore ambiguous. Some clusters ''contain varying cross-cutting relations between the constructs and deformation structures.'' (4) YNG*, cluster includes some constructs that postdate rp emplacement and deformation and constructs that predate deformaton of rp,but whose ages relative to rp emplacement are ambiguous; (5) OLD*, cluster contains some constructs that predate emplacement of rp, and other constructs that predate rp deformation, but whose ages relative to rp emplacement are ambiguous; (6) ROA, cluster may contain some constructs that predate and others that postdate rp emplacement.
[51] In her study, the stratigraphic relationships of shield fields with the surrounding materials were based on nine criteria or ''descriptive characteristics'' [Addington, 2001, Do any cross-cutting relations exist that allow an age of the constructs relative to the cluster material to be established? 7
If the cluster material is not the regional plains, do any cross-cutting relations exist that allow an age of the cluster material relative to the regional plains to be established? 8 Do any cross-cutting relations exist that allow an age of the constructs, relative to the regional plains, to be established? 9
What are the physical characteristics of the cluster and the constructs? Table 5 ). Here we analyze these in order to assess their applicability to the determination of relative ages of shield fields and surrounding regional plains.
[52] The first characteristic, ''Where is the cluster located?'' is indeed descriptive but apparently cannot constrain the relative age of shield fields because the stratigraphic position of a feature is not necessarily related to its geographic position. The next characteristic, ''What are the characteristics of the material(s) immediately surrounding the constructs (called the cluster material)?'' although descriptive, is potentially misleading for the purpose of the determination of the relative age of small volcanoes. This characteristic of shield fields defines ''cluster material'' based purely on spatial association of constructs and materials nearby, which is not always appropriate where stratigraphic relationships show local and regional differences.
[53] The third characteristic, ''What are the characteristics of the surrounding regional plains?'' apparently does not constrain the relative age of any material units or structures that occur within regional plains because the unspecified characteristics of regional plains do not necessarily have anything to do with the stratigraphic position of shield fields. The fourth characteristic, ''Can a genetic relationship be established between the constructs and the cluster material?'' is not descriptive and cannot be used as a criterion at all because it could bias determination of the stratigraphic position of both individual constructs and their clusters. The fifth characteristic, ''Are there any large volcanic or tectonic features spatially associated with the cluster?'' is descriptive and important. In combination with other criteria, it could indicate, for example, the relatively young age of both small shields and shield fields. The fields that are in close proximity to large volcanic features could, however, be old and embayed by both regional plains and lava flows from the feature. The spatial association of a shield field with large tectonic features apparently does not constrain the relative age of a field.
[54] The sixth characteristic, ''Do any crosscutting relations exist that allow an age of the constructs relative to the cluster material to be established?'' is not oriented toward determination of the relative age of shield fields and surrounding regional plains. Secondly, taking into account the somewhat vague definition of cluster material (second characteristic) such relationships, even if they can be established, will not constrain the relative ages between constructs and cluster materials that are genetically related to the constructs. Third, in the case when the cluster material is indeed genetically related to the constructs it is more than likely that constructs have a range of ages relative to the cluster material.
[55] The seventh characteristic, ''If the cluster material is not the regional plains, do any crosscutting relations exist that allow an age of the cluster material relative to the regional plains to be established?'' is descriptive and important and, in contrast to the above criteria is directly aimed at the determination of the relative ages of shield fields. Unfortunately, crosscutting relationships alone could be ambiguous and should be supported by other relations, such as embayment. The next characteristic, ''Do any crosscutting relations exist that allow an age of the constructs, relative to the regional plains, to be established?'' is also descriptive and important. The crosscutting relationships between individual edifices and surrounding regional plains are not always obvious. The last characteristic, ''What are the physical characteristics of the cluster and the constructs?'' apparently does not in itself constrain stratigraphic position of both individual edifices and shield fields.
[56] In summary, out of nine descriptive characteristics, or criteria, described by Addington [2001] only two, numbers seven and eight, could be applied to determination of the stratigraphic position of shield fields. These criteria, however, can give ambiguous results and should be supported by other characteristics that describe the relationships of embayment and difference in physical properties of shield fields and surrounding regional plains (such as difference in albedo, change of shield density, size, etc.). One more characteristic, number five, may provide some circumstantial evidence for the relative age of small edifices and their clusters.
[57] Another approach to the determination of the relative age of shield clusters implemented in the paper by Addington [2001] was analysis of spatial associations of shield fields and features nearby. Two types of such association were analyzed: (1) association of individual edifices with surrounding materials and (2) association of clusters of edifices with the large volcanic and/or tectonic features such as large volcanoes, coronae, deformational belts, etc. This analysis was based on the definition of three types of materials that characterize shield fields and their surroundings. The first type consists of individual edifices, the second type is material of shield fields, and regional plains represent the third type of material.
[58] The key feature in this analysis is the second type of material, which was defined as ''material(s) immediately surrounding the constructs that may or may not have a genetic relationship to the constructs.'' Without the establishment of genetic relationships between the constructs and the cluster material, the attempts to determine relative ages among the edifices, cluster material, and regional plains may have little success. In the paper by Addington [2001] the genetic relationships were derived from the relative spatial distribution of the constructs and cluster material: ''If the constructs are confined to a single material that is restricted to the immediate vicinity of the cluster, then it is concluded that a genetic relationship is likely between the two materials. If the constructs occur within multiple materials, no genetic relationship is likely, and formation of the cluster is most likely the result of a process that is independent of cluster material emplacement.''
[59] Such an approach, unfortunately, might easily lead to erroneous interpretations. For example, a cluster of small volcanoes can be confined within an impact crater outflow that is restricted to the cluster vicinity (this situation occurs, for instance, at the northern margin of Lavinia Planitia near the ''crater farm'' [Ivanov and Head, 2001b] . This type of relationship, although corresponding to the definition of Addington [2001] , does not mean that a genetic link exists between the small volcanoes and the material around them. Another example is when a cluster of small edifices is within multiple materials consisting of true cluster material and fragments of older units, such as small pieces of tessera embayed by cluster material. In this case, a genetic relationships between small constructs and cluster material can be inferred from such characteristics as similar radar albedo, gradual merging of constructs with the cluster material, their coherent pattern of deformation, etc. Pieces of tessera, however, represent fragments of an older unit on which both the small constructs and cluster material are superposed. Thus it is obvious that simple spatial correlation of small volcanoes and materials in their immediate surrounding does not necessarily provide a correct assessment of genetic relationships between the constructs and possible cluster material.
[60] Addington [2001] also attempted to determine the stratigraphic position of individual edifices relative to the surrounding regional plains on the basis of crosscutting relationships. Six possible temporal relationships between the edifices and surrounding plains were outlined: (1) edifices postdate regional plains, (2) edifices predate regional plains, (3) relations between the edifices and plains are ambiguous, (4) some constructs postdate both the emplacement and deformation of regional plains and some predate the deformation but show ambiguous relationships with the plains material, (5) some constructs predate regional plains and some show ambiguous relationships with the plains material, (6) some constructs predate regional plains and some postdate the plains.
[61] This analysis, however, is strongly limited by the presence of the crosscutting relationships. Because these relationships are typically absent for most of the edifices within an analyzed cluster [Addington, 2001] , the six temporal relations described above were estimated from ''a small subset of constructs'' and then extrapolated over the ''entire cluster'' of volcanoes. Without a detailed analysis of how well this small subset of edifices represents the stratigraphic relationships of the entire cluster, such an approach produces a large number of ambiguous cases, and thus could be biased toward a more subjective assessment of the relative age of shield fields.
[62] In summary, we find the following potential reservations about the approach of Addington [2001] to stratigraphic analysis of shield fields as follows: (1) a short list of criteria designed to determine stratigraphic relationships of shield fields, (2) a somewhat ambiguous definition of cluster material, and (3) extrapolation of results from small and possibly nonrepresentative numbers of individual shields to the entire clusters analyzed. In order to assess the applicability of the Addington [2001] results in light of these reservations, we have undertaken an analysis and reevaluation of specific examples of the stratigraphic position of shield fields mapped in that study, using our broader set of criteria. Addington [2001] [63] The shield field at about 23°N, 13°E (Figure 18 ), which is within the Venus mapping program quadrangle V-20 (C1-MIDR.30N009 in the geotraverse), is defined by Addington [2001] as ambiguous in age. This age category means that the relative age between the constructs of the shield field and regional plains could not be established. There are several lines of evidence strongly suggesting that clusters of small edifices and radar bright and moderately deformed material around them are genetically linked. First of all, small edifices in the broad area around exposed shield fields are confined exclusively within the bright material. Within occurrences of the bright material, the edifices are evenly distributed. Third, small edifices have the same radar albedo that surrounding bright material has and this is very different from the albedo of regional plains. Fourth, there are features within regional plains near the contact with the shield field that strongly resemble outliers of the field and these appear to be small edifices typical of the field.
Analysis of Key Areas Mapped by
[64] This field, however, is characterized by a number of features that are potentially useful for the determination of relative age of the field on the basis of the criteria we have outlined (Table 1 ). The first and most significant feature is that material of the field is characterized by an internal pattern of deformation (fine-scale lineaments oriented in a NNE direction) that is confined exclusively within the field itself (1 in Figures 18b-18d ). This feature is strong evidence indicating the relatively old age of the field and is further supported by additional characteristics, all of which collectively imply an old age. The boundary of the field with the surrounding shield-less regional plains is sharp and sinuous and outlines edifices at the field edges (2 in Figures 18b-18d ). The individual shields outside the field are characterized by a sharp break in slope at the contact with regional plains (3 in Figures 18b-18d ). The radar albedo of both the field and individual volcanoes outside is similar to each other and noticeably higher than the albedo of the surrounding regional plains (4 and 5 in Figures 18b and 18c) . The systematic change of the density of the shields across the field boundary toward regional plains is also obvious (6 in Figure 18b ). The shield field is in close spatial association with older units (pdl, 8 in Figures 18b-18d) and is deformed by the same network of wrinkle ridges as that which deforms the regional plains nearby (10 in Figures 18b -18d) . In summary, the only two characteristics from the complete set of criteria suggesting a relatively old age of the field that are missed are (1) the progressive diminishing of shield sizes (criterion 7), and (2) the higher elevation of the field relative to surrounding plains (criterion 9).
[65] The examination of this shield field and its characteristic features leads us to two conclusions. First, the set of criteria defined in our study is applicable and effective in the determination of the relative ages of shield fields. Second, there is no ambiguity in the relative age of either the field or its elements (edifices) and the field clearly predates the emplacement of regional plains. Within the field there are some shields that have sharp boundaries and are clearly outlined by material of the field, a relationship that is consistent with the relatively old age of such constructs (A in Figures 18c and 18d ). This suggests that some of the shields may have been formed before emplacement of the major portion of the field. Such an interpretation does not change the general stratigraphic position of the field and could serve as evidence for the prolonged shield-style volcanic activity that occurred before formation of regional plains.
[66] The stratigraphic position of a shield field at 33°N, 26°E (Figure 19 ; quadrangle V-8, C1-MIDR.30N027 in the geotraverse) was determined by Addington [2001] as young*. This category means that some constructs of the field postdate both emplacement and deformation of regional plains while the other shields are ambiguous. As in the previous case, however, this field is characterized by several important features that clearly indicate its relatively old age. First of all, the specific pattern of deformation that characterizes the surface of the field is confined within it and within individual shields outside of the field (E-W oriented fine lineaments, 1 in Figures 19b -19d) . Again, this is the most conclusive evidence for the field being older than surrounding regional plains and is supported by other characteristics of the field. The boundary of the field is sharp and sinuous due to the outlining of individual shields at the field edges (2 in Figure 19b ). The individual constructs outside of the field are characterized by a distinct break of slope at the contact with regional plains (3 in Figures 19c and 19d) . They also have different (higher) radar albedo than the plains (5 in Figures 19c  and 19d ), an albedo that is similar to the albedo of field 4 (in Figures 19b-19d ). Both the decrease in shield density and the progressive decrease of shield diameters characterize the vicinity of contiguous shield fields in the study area (6 and 7 in Figures 19b-19d) . A network of wrinkle ridges deforms both regional plains and the fields (10 in Figures 19b-19d ) and the distribution of radar brightness across the fields suggests that the fields form local topographic highs. Thus this field possesses a complete set of criteria suggesting that its relative age is older than emplacement (and by implication, deformation) of regional plains. The applicability and effectiveness of the set of criteria developed in our study to determination of the relative age is underscored by the specific pattern of deformation that is confined within the field and individual edifices (1 in Figures 19-19d) . Figure 18c is a normal image, and Figure 18d is an image with inverted brightness (a negative). The most decisive feature of the field indicating that the field predates regional plains is the internal pattern of deformation (fine-scale lineaments interpreted to be fractures oriented in a NNE direction) that is confined exclusively within the field (1 in Figures 18b -18d ). This characteristic of the field, in concert with the almost complete set of other criteria from (Figures 18a and 18b ) and F-MAP 18N018 (Figures 18c and 18d ; correspond to the frame in Figure 18b ).
[67] The next two shield fields are in quadrangle V-20 and occur within C1-MIDR.30N315 of the geotraverse. The shield field at 26°N, 314°E (Figure 20 ) was interpreted by Addington [2001] as young. This category means that the field constructs postdate both emplacement and deformation of regional plains. The shield field at this location, however, displays a set of characteristics suggesting the opposite interpretation. The surface of the field is characterized by tectonic structures that are absent within surrounding regional plains with wrinkle ridges (1 in Figures 20b -20d ). These structures (graben) have the same NNW orientation and approximately the same width as graben within a terrain just north of the field, a terrain which is clearly embayed by regional plains (A in Figures 20c and 20d) . The field and individual shields outside of it are outlined by a sharp boundary (2 in Figures 20b-20d ) and have different (lower) radar albedo compared to the regional plains nearby (4 and 5 in Figures 20b-20d) . Individual shields within regional plains are characterized by a distinct break in slope at the contact with the plains (3 in Figures 20c and 20d) . The decrease in density of shields across the boundary with regional plains is obvious (6 in Figures 20b-20d ), but there is no clear evidence for the diminishing of shields away from the field (criterion 7). Also, the association with older units that clearly predate regional plains (criterion 8) is ambiguous in the area under study. The concentrations of shields within the field apparently make local highs (9 in Figure 20b ) and a system of wrinkle ridges cuts the Figure 19c is normal image, and Figure 19d is an image with inverted brightness (a negative). The shield field shows an almost complete set of characteristics that collectively indicate its relatively old (pre-pwr) age. The most important characteristic among these is the sets of lineaments that deform both the shield field and individual edifices outside of it and are abruptly terminated by surrounding plains . Numbers in Figures 19b -19d correspond to criteria from Table 1 . Part of C1-MIDR.30N027 (Figures 19a and 19b ) and F-MAP 30N030 (Figures 19c and 19d ; correspond to the frame in Figure 19b ). surface of both regional plains and the shield field (10 in Figure 20b ). Although this shield field displays an incomplete set of criteria implying its old age (eight out of ten), its stratigraphic position can be established with a high level of certainty.
[68] The shield field at 28°N, 308°E (Figure 21 ) was determined by Addington [2001] as young*. The specific features of the field indicated, however, do not appear to be consistent with this age assignment. As in all previous cases, the specific tectonic fabric consisting of fine-scale lineaments occurs within the field and does not continue into regional plains (1 in Figures 21b -21d) . The field is outlined by a distinct boundary that in places runs around shields at the edges of the field (2 in Figure 21b ). The same character of the boundary occurs at individual shields within regional plains (3 in Figures 21b -21d) . The radar albedo of both the field and edifices outside of it is similar and slightly higher than the albedo of the surrounding plains (4 and 5 in Figures 21b-21d) . The abrupt drop of the shield density and apparent decrease of the shield diameters across the field/plains boundary occurs in places (6 and 7 in Figure 21b ). The field is clearly associated with old heavily deformed units, pdl, (8 in Figure 21b ) and apparently forms (together with fragments of densely lineated plains) local topographic highs (9 in Figure 21b) . A network of wrinkle ridges cuts the surface of both regional plains and the shield field (10 in Figures 21b-21d ). This field is characterized by a complete set of criteria suggesting that it was emplaced Table 1 ) strongly suggest, however, that it predates emplacement of regional plains. The most important feature, as in previous cases, is the set of tectonic features that occur in the field and are absent within surrounding regional plains (1 in Figures 20b-20d) . Numbers in Figures 20b-20d correspond to criteria from Table 1 . Part of C1-MIDR.30N315 (Figures 20a and 20b ) and F-MAP 30N318 (Figures 20c  and 20d ; correspond to the frame in Figure 20b ). before regional plains. There is no evidence for either material of the field or individual edifices being younger than the surrounding plains and there is little ambiguity in the relationships of the field and nearby regional plains.
[69] On the basis of these several examples of the reanalysis of shield field age determinations by Addington [2001] , we find that our set of more extensive criteria provides a more confident assessment of shield field ages than does the more limited set of Addington [2001] . We therefore adopt our findings (summarized in Table 4 and Figures 9, 16 , and 17) for the following discussion.
Discussion and Summary
[70] The goal of our study is to address two questions, related to time and space. (1) What is the distribution of small-shield volcanism through the exposed part of the geologic record of Venus? (2) What is the character of the distribution of small shields over the surface of the planet?
[71] The small shield type of volcanism is very widespread on Venus (shield fields form the largest population among the variety of different types of volcanic landforms [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] ). Because of this, small shields play an important role in the understanding of the history of volcanic activity on Venus, and volcanism is the process responsible for the formation of the majority of the surface of Venus. The two principal classes of models of Venus geologic history, steady state models [e.g., Guest and Stofan, 1999] and evolutionary models [e.g., Parmentier and Hess, 1992; Head et al., 1994] , make specific predictions in relation to the formation of small shields. Thus the stratigraphy of the shield fields provides an important tool Figure 21c is a normal image, and Figure 21d is an image with inverted brightness (a negative). The shield field is characterized by the complete set of criteria, implying its relatively old age. As in all previous examples, the most conclusive feature is the internal tectonic pattern that is confined within the area of the field (1 in Figures 21b -21d) . Numbers in Figures 21b-21d correspond to criteria from Table 1 . Part of C1-MIDR.30N315 (Figures 21a  and 21b ) and F-MAP 30N306 (Figures 21c and 21d ; correspond to the frame in Figure 21b ).
to test these models. For instance, in the framework of the steady state model the rate of small shield volcanism should not vary greatly throughout geologic history (Figure 22 ). In contrast, if the evolutionary models are more appropriate, the evolving suite of conditions that govern the volcanic style might modulate the abundance of shield-type volcanic activity (Figure 22) .
[72] The results of the stratigraphic classification of shield fields shown in Table 4 and Figure 17 provide evidence that the vast majority of the randomly selected fields, 98 fields (about 70% of the whole population analyzed) clearly predate emplacement of regional plains with wrinkle ridges (pwr). Fifteen fields out of 141 (about 11%) appear to be synchronous with the plains and eleven fields (about 8%) postdate regional plains. Thus the stratigraphic analysis of shield fields in our study suggests two important conclusions. First, small shields represent a class of volcanic structures that occur throughout almost the whole visible part of the geological record of Venus Guest and Stofan, 1999; Basilevsky, 1997; Addington, 2001] . Second, small shields are highly concentrated in a specific preregional plains part of the stratigraphic column, and since the time of emplacement of regional plains the abundance of small shield volcanic activity has abruptly decreased. The second conclusion implies also that there is evidence for a distinct and similar change of volcanic style from the mode of formation of small shields to the mode of formation of vast regional plains. In the framework of such a change of the volcanic style, the older shield plains (pre-pwr) appear to form a widespread composite layer (a material unit) that is partly covered by regional plains. Thus an important question is: Do the fields of small shields represent a broad, possibly global unit, or do they represent relatively small and isolated centers of volcanism?
[73] As initially noted by Aubele [1994 Aubele [ , 1995 within the area of the Vellamo Planitia quadrangle, shield fields appear to constitute a specific material unit. The results of geological mapping within the geotraverse along 30°N [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] showed that the occurrences of key material units, such as plains with wrinkle ridges (or regional plains), could be traced almost continuously around the Venus globe at this latitude. The relative age relationships of regional plains with other material units and tectonic structures are essentially the same everywhere in the mapped area. One of the results of the mapping within the geotraverse is the characterization of stratigraphy of small shields. Within the geotraverse, it was found that clusters of small shields were widespread, occurred in conjunction with groups of older material and tectonic units, and as a rule are embayed by regional plains.
[74] Two observations made within the geotraverse [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] and in the current study of the shield fields strongly suggest that the fields form a specific unit not only in the area studied by Aubele [1994 Aubele [ , 1995 but also for much broader regions. First, the shield fields within the geotraverse typically represent local concentrations of edifices within a much more widespread unit, the surface of which has the same basic characteristics as the shield clusters (the pattern of deformation, the radar albedo, the hilly texture due to abundant small shields, etc., Figures 13  and 15 ). Second, very often small isolated occurrences of shield fields clearly embayed by surrounding plains are close to each other (Figures 3 and 19 ) suggesting that they in fact are the exposures of a single material unit (D in Figure 2a ). For example, in the Kutue Tessera region (Figure 23 ) small shields are very common in the unit mapped as psh [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] and outcrops of psh (1) are concentrated in particular regions of the mapped area (NE, SW), (2) these regions are also the locations of concentrations of other units lying stratigraphically below psh (e.g., prg, pdl, t), (3) the outcrops of psh show patterns suggesting embayment by a younger unit (pwr), (4) the regions that are generally devoid of outcrops of psh (central and western parts of the mapped area) are occupied by wide expanses of stratigraphically younger units (pwr1 and pwr2), and (5) these areas of younger units lie in topographic lows, in contrast to the older units (including psh) which as a rule lie at higher elevations. Similar relationships are seen in the Beta Regio area, which contains a significant percentage of tessera and older units (Figure 23 ). The shield fields and psh unit are seen to cluster and be intimately associated with these more ancient units and to be embayed by younger units (pwr1, pwr2) in lower-lying regions. These relationships demonstrate that the shield clusters in psh are intimately associated in space and time with these older units, that they were broadly deformed together to form the regional topography, and that the low-lying areas were subsequently flooded by younger units (pwr1, pwr2), embaying and covering the older assemblages of units and shield fields.
[75] Thus, throughout the region of the geotraverse [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] this unit, shield plains (psh), typically displays a number of characteristics clearly indicating that it was formed before emplacement of morphologically smooth regional plains. The material unit of shield plains occurs in the same part of the stratigraphic column as originally proposed by Aubele [1995] and seen elsewhere by Basilevsky and Head [1998, 2000a] . Although small shield volcanoes can clearly occur at different times in the geologic record, as we have shown above, regional mapping within the large and contiguous area of the geotraverse shows that individual shield fields also commonly display stratigraphic relationships indicating that they represent outcrops of a widespread and continuous unit. This conclusion suggests that shield fields within the random sample of the fields reported in this study, which are spread over the whole surface of Venus and typically predate regional plains, may also be related to these same units and stratigraphic position. Thus we conclude that there is substantial evidence for a global-scale change of volcanic style from preferential formation of small shields (as represented by the emplacement of shield plains), to the style of outpouring of vast lava plains with few sources (as represented by the epoch of regional plains formation).
[76] This conclusion is more consistent with evolutionary models of the geologic history of Venus than with steady state models (Figures 22, 24, and 25) . The results of the stratigraphic analysis of shield fields reported by Addington [2001] would also implicitly favor an evolutionary model (model ''A,'' Figure 22) , in which the rate of the shield-type volcanism is increased after formation of regional plains. The assignment of relative ages of shield fields in the Addington [2001] study, however, is often in error, as we have shown in our stratigraphic analysis (Figures 18-21 ) and thus does not provide robust evidence supporting such a model.
[77] Our estimation of the changes in abundance of small shield volcanism throughout the visible portion of the geologic history of Venus is shown in Figure 24 . The phase of formation of regional plains is the upper stratigraphic level at which either the abundance of small shield volcanism significantly declined, or was overwhelmed by the vast plains type of volcanism, or both. The distinctive tectonic reworking of the surface of material units that constitute the bottom of the stratigraphic column could potentially erase evidence for small shields. Due to this, the lower stratigraphic limit of this kind of volcanism is less constrained. In many areas, however, where shield fields are in contact with the older units there is direct evidence for the onlap of material of the fields on the previous units and structures and a sharp decrease in the tectonic modification of shield fields [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] . Also, the overall relief of tectonized units such as densely lineated plains or ridged and grooved plains [Basilevsky and Head, 1995a, 1995b; Head, 2001a, 2001b] provides no evidence for the hilly texture of the surface, which is the characteristic feature of shield fields. Thus there is some evidence that the shield-type volcanism not only mostly predates regional plains but that it also may postdate the older units/structures and thus may constitute a distinct and specific episode of volcanic activity on Venus.
[78] Could the distinctive change of volcanic style documented by stratigraphic analysis of shield fields still be a characteristic of some large specific or restricted regions on Venus rather than occurring globally? To address this question, we consider the areal distribution of shield fields at different stratigraphic positions (Figure 26 ). This diagram shows the areal distribution of shield fields predating and postdating regional plains with wrinkle ridges along with the distribution of large (>500 km) volcanoes [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] and chasmata (rift zones) [Price, 1995; Price et al., 1996] . The distribution of the older fields (diamonds) from the random sample mimics the distribution of the whole population of shield fields ( Figure 1) ; the fields are relatively rare within some lowlands (e.g., Aino and Niobe Planitiae) and in some highstanding regions (e.g., Aphrodite Terra and Atla Regio). The pre-pwr shield fields from the geotraverse repeat this tendency at ''higher resolution'' (due to the higher density of sampling) and display several relatively distinct clusters (Figure 26 ) that correspond to areas away from both the lowlands (e.g., Niobe Planitia) and highlands (e.g., Tellus Regio).
[79] What are the causes of this clustering? The surface of the lowlands is mostly represented by vast expanses of regional plains with wrinkle ridges and the highlands are either large tessera-bearing regions (e.g., Ovda and Thetis Tesserae) or areas of recent large-scale rifting and volcanism (e.g., eastern Aphrodite Terra and Atla Regio) covered by young units. Tessera regions are large exposures of a relatively old and heavily deformed stratigraphic unit. The scarcity of older shield fields within the lowlands is readily explained by the large expanses of relatively younger regional plains within these topographic provinces [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] ; here the thickness of regional plains is probably great enough to cover up most of the shield fields (see Figure 23) . At the global scale, however, the shield fields predating regional plains do not display a strong tendency to form a single group or a few localized groups ( Figure 26 ) and can be found throughout the surface of Venus. These characteristics of the areal distribution of the older fields provide additional evidence that shield field occurrences were globally distributed before the emplacement of regional plains.
[80] In contrast, the fields which postdate regional plains ( Figure 26 ) occur, in our sample, exclusively between 210 -330°E in the large Beta-Atla-Themis (BAT) region on Venus, well known for its concentration of relatively young volcanic and tectonic activity [Crumpler et al., 1993; Basilevsky and Head, 2000b] . This spatial association of the post-pwr shield plains with the large province of young volcanism and with some distinct large volcanoes as well (Figure 26 ) suggests that the young small shields were probably genetically linked with the development of the large-scale volcanoes and may represent specific phases of their growth. Shield fields predating regional plains do not show a tendency to occur in close proximity or to surround large volcanoes (Figure 26 ).
Conclusions
[81] In our study we addressed two important questions related to the mode of formation, areal distribution and significance of small volcanoes (shield-like edifices with diameters less than about 20 km): (1) Did examples of the eruption style of small shields occur repeatedly and at about the same abundance throughout the visible part of the geologic record of Venus? Or was this style more typical of specific epochs in geolog ic history? (2) Do small shields (usually arranged in clusters) represent groups of independent sources manifesting localized thermal anomalies (for example, plumes) or do the clusters represent outcrops of a more regional unit partly buried by younger superposed units and presently preserved as kipukas?
[82] Our detailed stratigraphic analysis included two parts of the global data set of Crumpler and Aubele [2000] : (1) Subpopulation 1, consisting of 64 shield fields randomly selected from the global data set, representing about 10% of the population; (2) Subpopulation 2, representing all shield fields within the recently mapped global geotraverse at 30°N [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] (77 fields, $12% of the population). The total number of shield fields analyzed in our study was 141, about 22% of the total population listed by Crumpler and Aubele [2000] . A key element of our analysis was the development of a comprehensive set of criteria aimed at delineating the time relationships of shield fields with surrounding material units and tectonic structures. We assembled this set by critically analyzing and adding to previous criteria [e.g., Addington, 2001] features that describe both cross-cutting and embayment relationships between shield fields and adjacent geological units and structures as well as consistent changes of shield abundance and dimensions [e.g., Kreslavsky and Head, 1999] . We applied the new expanded set of criteria first to the assessmen t of the relative age of shield field s and then to whether clusters of the small shields represented exposures of a distinctive stratigraphic unit.
[83] Our stratigraphic analysis shows that the vast majority of shiel d fields predate the formation of the vast regional plains with wrinkle ridges (98 fields; $70% of Figure 26 . Areal distribution of shield fields that predate (diamonds) and postdate (large black dots) emplacement of regional plains. Stars are large (>500 km) volcanoes [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] , thin black closed lines represent rift zones [Price, 1995; Price et al., 1996] , and dashed lines indicate boundaries of the geotraverse. The map is in simple cylindrical projection. See text for details. the total). Fifteen fields (about 11% of the total) appear to be contemporaneous with emplacement of regional plains. Only eleven fields (about 8% of the total) can be shown to postdate the formation of regional plains. Nine shield fields (about 6%) show ambiguous relationships with regional plains and eight more fields (about 6%) represent unclear cases where the relationships with surrounding regional plains cannot be established.
[84] The results of our stratigraphic analysis of shield fields strongly suggest that although small shield volcanism occurred throughout most of the visible history of Venus, its distribution definitely was not even in terms of the abundance in different geological units. The major peak of small shield volcanic activity occurred just before the formation of the vast regional plains. The very long duration of the time period represented by post regional plains activity relative to that of preregional plains time suggests that there were significant changes in the rate of volcanism as well as the abundance of individual edifices [e.g., Basilevsky and Head, 2002a , 2002b , 2002c . The results from both the random sample of the fields and the geotraverse indicate that the change of volcanism from the mode of small shield formation to the vast outpouring of lavas of regional plains occurs at a global scale on Venus [e.g., Ivanov and Head, 2001a] . This provides evidence for a systematic change of the dominant style of volcanic activity, which is consistent with evolutionary models of the geologic history of Venus [e.g., Parmentier and Hess, 1992; Head et. al., 1994] , in contrast to a more steady state character of the geologic processes [e.g., Guest and Stofan, 1999] .
[85] Although small shield volcanoes can clearly occur at different times in the geologic record, our analysis shows that shield fields very commonly display stratigraphic relationships indicating that they are outcrops of a widespread unit of shield plains that was formed before emplacement of regional plains with wrinkle ridges. This interpretation is strongly supported by both the large number of the relatively old, pre-pwr, shield fields and the results of the stratigraphic classification of shield fields within large areas mapped in detail elsewhere on Venus [Johnson et al., 1999; Bender et al., 2000; Ivanov and Head, 2001b , 2004a , 2004b Bridges and McGill, 2002; Hansen and DeShon, 2002] , including the geotraverse [Ivanov and Head, 2001a] .
[86] The areal distribution of the fields predating regional plains is similar to the areal distribution of the whole population of shield fields and these fields can be found virtually in all places on Venus. They are more abundant, however, in the Beta-Atla-Themis region. The old shield fields tend to concentrate in the areas at mid-elevations away from both the regional-scale highlands (such as tesserae) and lowlands ( Figure 27 ). In the lowlands, which are typically vast expanses of regional plains (Figure 23 ), stratigraphic evidence suggests that the shield fields and shield plains are mostly overlain by lavas of regional plains thick enough to cover them [e.g., Kreslavsky and Head, 1999] . The stratigraphic evidence strongly suggests that the preferential concentration of shield fields within the moderately elevated areas (e.g., Figures 23 and 27 ) is related to the broad deformation of shield fields together with older units to positions of intermediate elevations, and the preferential preservation of the fields in these regions as lower areas were flooded by subsequent regional plains units.
[87] The fields which postdate regional plains in our sample occur exclusively in the Beta-Atla-Themis region where the majority of the volcanic features of Venus occur Crumpler et al., 1993 Crumpler et al., , 1997 . In this area, the young small shields and their clusters (fields) are closely associated with large young volcanic centers and are interpreted to represent specific aspects of growth of the large volcanoes. In contrast, the older shield fields are not spatially associated with large volcanoes, which is interpreted to mean that these shield plains and the large volcanic constructs represent two independent classes of volcanic activity. The preferential concentration of the pre-pwr shield field units preserved within the Beta-Atla-Themis region is interpreted to mean that this broad area was more elevated at this time and occurrences of shield plains were embayed there to a lesser degree by regional plains (as shown in Figure 23 ), and were thus preferentially preserved [e.g., Ivanov and Head, 2001a] .
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